
 
 
 
 
Meeting Minutes 
 
2018 PCI Gulf South Transportation Committee Meeting with ALDOT 

May 24, 2018 
9:00 am-12:00 noon; Conference Center 
1409 Coliseum Boulevard, Montgomery, Alabama 36110 
 
 

Tim Colquett, ALDOT Bridge Bureau Chief Engineer welcomed everyone to the meeting and had non-DOT attendees 
introduce themselves. 

Dan Eckenrode, Executive Director of PCI Gulf South thanked everyone for attending. There were 40 attendees.  Dan 
mentioned the PCI Gulf South Anti-Trust policy was in effect for the meeting and pointed to the written policy on the 
last page of the agenda. Dan stated that comments and open discussions were welcome during the meeting and then 
introduced Dave Tomley. 

Dave Tomley, Chairman of PCI Gulf South Transportation Committee welcomed attendees and stated the 
mission/purpose of the Transportation Committee and started the overview of the agenda. 
 
 
 
Products: 
Dave addressed the DOT design engineers in the room about the importance of standardization, particularly regarding 
precast products. 
Dave noted ALDOT has three spliced-girder bridges in their inventory. 
MDOT has completed their first “in-house” spliced-girder design that is currently under fabrication. Details included in 
agenda. 
Discussion turned to traffic barriers. ALDOT’s current side-mounted precast traffic barrier is a TL-3 crash-tested 
level.  ALDOT’s interstate and primary arterials require a minimum TL-4 crash-tested level; unless reduced speed is 
enforced which would lower the crash-tested level requirement.  Question posed: Has a top-mounted precast traffic 
barrier been used by other DOT’s with a TL-4 crash-tested level? The meeting attendees did not know.  
Action Item: Item to be researched with the various crash-testing entities to find the answer. 
A question was asked if ALDOT has a detail for a precast cap. No detail on this currently exists. 
The topic of precast-prestressed concrete replacement slabs was then discussed. Of particular interest was the recently 
completed Mobile project.   
 
Project Profiles: 
Dan provided an overview of the project profile tab on the website and invited the DOT to submit projects they would 
like to have highlighted.  The invitation was also extended to the professors in the group if they have a precast project 
on campus they would like to see developed into a profile.  
  



Fabrication: 
ALDOT currently details precast/prestressed concrete beam bridges with 
skewed beam ends.  Precast producers commented that a non-skewed beam 
end or partially non-skewed beam end provides fabrication benefits (saves 
labor and forming). 
The upper portion of the beam/top flange can be blocked out on the skew with 
the beam ends fabricated square. (See photo.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
End embed/sole plates required by ALDOT on Bearings mark “VB” and optional for bearing mark “B”. 
 
Wire mesh reinforcement (WWR) is an option in the end zones with a 1-to-1 replacement of the reinforcing steel. The 
selected option should be shown on shop tickets. The question was asked if ALDOT would allow WWR throughout the 
entire beam. ALDOT will not entertain the option at this time.  
Action item: Have wire manufacturers submit testing data on welded section breaking strength of their products. 
 
Maintaining the same girder size/shape throughout a bridge project was also discussed. Producers are seeing 4 and 
sometimes 5 different sizes per job. Producing and utilizing the same size per project can save production costs. For 
some producer’s form change over to different sizes has a big effect on girder pricing. It should be noted that not all 
producers shared this concern.  
Side-discussion whether the stirrups require the bottom dog-leg/hooks; AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
(section 5.11.2.6.3-Anchorage of Wire Fabric Reinforcement) provides requirements and allows the use of longitudinal 
anchorage wires. 
ALDOT allows SCC and has a specification for it.  The required spread of 28-inches was based on research from Auburn 
University.  Side-discussion on whether a greater spread would be allowed for high strength concrete compressive 
strengths around 10 ksi.  ALDOT is comfortable with their current SCC specification.  Any proposed modifications would 
require submission to ALDOT for review with supporting documentation to justify the modification(s).  SCC provides 
benefits to fabricators on time and improves the quality of the product compared to traditional concrete mixes which 
require rubbing the girders. There is an OSHA requirement for the workers to wear proper PPE when rubbing beams due 
to dust and air-contaminants.  
 
Side-discussion on service life when the extended curing specs and surface resistivity requirements by LADOTD was 
brought up.  The Precast-Prestressed Industry is looking into documenting the service life bridges currently have without 
modifying current mix-design and material content.  Question was raised as to whether additional durability 
requirements need to be included or not.  Corrosion inhibitors can be added to the mix-design to provide additional 
corrosion protection. Some state DOT’s have this in their specifications. 
Cosmetic requirements typically include rubbing the precast-prestressed concrete products if they contain bug-holes 
after removing forms. 
  
Transportation: 
ALDOT’s Permit section provides the route in which the precast products need to travel when transporting the bridge 
products to the project.  The route is provided by ALDOT’s Permit section to the precaster after the project has already 
been awarded, which can result in additional costs to the precaster if the route is different than what the precaster 
anticipated using. It has been stated that the Permit office can’t determine the delivery route until the precaster has 
been selected due to different locations within the state that the product will be coming from.  
 
Precasters are responsible for lifting, storage and transportation of precast products and may modify the prestressing 
strand pattern and/or add top strands if required to satisfy lifting/storage/transportation requirements. 



 
 
 
  
Materials & Specifications: 
Precasters can fabricate girders containing controlled density/semi-lightweight properties ranging from 120 pcf to 140 
pcf.  Controlled density/semi-lightweight mixes are an option if dead loads need to be reduced as part of the project 
requirements.  Lightweight concrete is not recommended < 120 pcf due to past performance issues. 
ALDOT has created a UHPC spec. This specification is primarily used for bridge connections and closure pours. UHPC is 
also spec’d as a special provision for the connections with the NEXT beam component of the Dunlap Drive bridge over 
Pinto Pass project located in the City of Mobile, AL scheduled to bid later this summer. 
If ALDOT plans on updating any of their standards and/or specifications related to precast/prestressed concrete 
transportation products, the PCI Transportation Committee would like an opportunity to review the proposed 
modifications. 
  
Constructability: 
Under the topic of connections, side-discussion on benefits to using skid blocks in lieu of the threaded insert/anchor bolt 
connection of the beam ends.  There is additional fabrication and layout required by the fabricators of the embeds 
especially on skewed beam ends.  ALDOT allows either option for connecting the beam ends to the substructures. 
Dan asked if contractors should be included at the Transportation Meetings. Tim stated the DOT does converse with the 
contracting community. 
Action Item: Reach out to Clay McInnis with the Alabama Bridge Contractors Association. 
  
Beam Camber: 
Presentation by David Tomley on Beam Camber.  Several side-discussions on when PCI MNL-116 tolerances should be 
applied (i.e., at release or within 72-hours of detensioning).  The presentation included highlights of contractors being 
responsible to coordinate actual camber prior to ordering material and setting forms and a list of factors that affect 
beam camber.  Clarification on build-up diagram in ALDOT girder detail sheets and minimum build-up thickness of 1-inch 
at mid-span at the edge of the top flange.  GDOT does not show the upward camber on the girder detail sheets, rather 
GDOT girder details only show the anticipated downward deflection at erection.  ALDOT’s girder detail sheets do not 
provide the estimated camber at release. The build-up diagram is information at erection only.   
Action item: Obtain sample GDOT girder detail sheets to provide to ALDOT. 
One fabricator mentioned historically they have been experiencing under-camber. 
Engineer of record calculates the beam camber which is shown on the shop drawings.  Side discussion about showing 
both the beam camber at release and at erection on the girder detail sheets and shop drawings. ALDOT is currently 
comfortable with field control of camber adjustment, due to the number of variances impacting this theoretical 
determination 
  
Research: 
Update agenda to include Auburn’s Highway Research Center (http://www.eng.auburn.edu/research/centers/hrc/) 
Dr. Barnes to provide the name of the current research project related to historic material information and camber.  Dr. 
Barnes provided a brief update on the research and is expecting the final report to be submitted to ALDOT in a few 
weeks. 
Dave shared part of LTRC’s Implementation Update.  
Research in Practice: technology transfer program final reports 310, 382 and 395  
Use of High Performance, High Strength Concrete (HPC) Bulb-Tee Girders Saves Millions on I-10 Twin Span Bridge in New 
Orleans District 
“By using high performance, high strength concrete, wider girder spacing was achieved from the I-10 Twin Span 
Bridge.  The use of 8,500 psi design compressive strength concrete allowed the use of six lines of girders spaced at 10’-9” 
rather than seven, spaced at 8’-10”, which would have been required with a concrete compressive strength of 6,500 
psi.  Furthermore, the use of 8,500 psi concrete allowed the BT-78 girder to span a length of 135 ft.”    
 

http://www.eng.auburn.edu/research/centers/hrc/


Benefit/Cost Analysis; The value of research is sometimes hard to quantify.  But in this case, using just one project, 
researchers found huge savings.  The calculations below are based on initial cost savings in bulb-tee girders alone and do 
not include the reduction in bent locations and increase in structure design life. 
Total savings $15,992,640 - $1,304,373 = $14,688,267. 
Benefits realized/cost of research:  $14,688,267/$1,304,373 = 11.3:1. 
 
Meeting concluded at 12:15 pm 
Next meeting will be at the PCI Gulf South Summer Convention in Destin, FL 
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